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Abstract: This work details a technique tailored to the analysis of complex radome structures based
on the non-overlapping separation of two different domains: antenna and radome. Both domains
are analyzed isolated using the method of moments with the multilevel fast multipole algorithm
(MoM-MLFMA) for the antenna domain and a modified characteristic basis function method with the
multilevel fast multipole algorithm approach for the radome domain. An iterative procedure is then
applied to compute the effect of each domain over the complementary domain. This approach usually
converges into a few iterations, yielding very good results and significant efficiency improvements
with respect to other efficient approaches such as a full-wave MoM-MLFMA analysis of the full
problem. A realistic test case is included, considering a radome with an embedded frequency
selective structure on one of its interfaces. The results show a very good agreement considering
only three iterations between domains, requiring only one-third of the CPU-time needed by the
conventional approach.

Keywords: radome; macro basis functions; method of moments; electromagnetic analysis

1. Introduction

Radomes are weatherproof structures that protect an antenna from several external
factors such as ice, rain, or debris, as well as serving in some cases as a protective barrier
for personnel who work near fast-rotating elements. In some applications, the radome
contributes to the aerodynamic properties of the platform (e.g., aircrafts). Radomes are
used with many common industrial purposes [1–3], such as telecommunications, vehic-
ular, maritime or automotive applications, defense systems, air traffic control, satellite
communications, aircrafts, and more. It is a part of the antenna system [4–9], which can
seriously affect and degrade the transmitted and received signals, and is a key element on
the radar cross section (RCS) [10] of the platform on which it is mounted. Different types of
radomes can be applied with either monolithic [11] or multilayered configurations [12,13]
(e.g., A-, B-, or C-type sandwich radomes). More advanced designs include frequency
selective surfaces (FSSs) embedded within the inner, outer, or intermediate interfaces of the
radome [14–16], where the term interface refers to a surface that separates two different
media. Some factors introduced by the radome can affect the behavior of the antenna,
such as dissipative losses within a dielectric material, electrical phase shifts introduced
by the radome, or internal reflections between the antenna and radome or even between
different parts of the radome itself. Some performance parameters to be considered with
the introduction of the radome structure are the insertion losses; effect on the antenna
sidelobe levels; boresight error; and, for some applications, the effect on the RCS.

Complex radomes commonly have long and costly development cycles. Prototyping,
testing, and production are a large percentage of this cost. Therefore, simulation can signifi-
cantly reduce development time and costs, although the analysis of complex antennas with
the corresponding covering radomes can pose a formidable computational challenge [17,18]
owing to the electrical size of the problem as well as convergence difficulties arising from
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the presence of the dielectric layers [19] and, especially, from small mesh elements cor-
responding to the FSS embedded within one or more interfaces. It is common to find
works that combine asymptotic approaches such as physical optics (PO) [20] with rigorous
techniques for the analysis of this type of structure. The iterative physical optics–boundary
integral–finite element method (IPO-BI-FEM) has been used to study a sandwich tangent-
ogive radome [21]. The dyadic Green’s function technique combined with PO is applied
to obtain the radiation pattern of a hemispherical radome fed from a circular aperture
in [22]. A large single-layer FSS radome is analyzed using PO in [23]. Multilayered radomes
including FSS are addressed in [24] using PO in combination with a ray-tracing technique.
The full-wave analysis of complex multilayered radomes with FSS seems, however, to be
lacking in the literature owing to the computational challenge involved.

There are a number of efficient variations of the method of moments [25] used to reduce
the computational requirements to analyze large problems. The multilevel fast multipole
algorithm (MLFMA) [26] is a well-known approach that allows fast matrix-vector products
in the iterative solution process, avoiding storing the far-field coupling matrix coefficients.
The MLFMA is combined with the characteristic basis function method (CBFM) in [27],
which reduces the number of unknowns of the problem about one order of magnitude.
The definition of macro-basis functions, which, in the context of the CBFM, are called
characteristic basis functions (CBFs), requires additional CPU-time, but makes the solution
process faster. It is possible to apply ray-tracing-based algorithms to selectively assign more
CBFs in those parts of the geometry more prone to having a stronger contribution to the final
radiated field [28], or discard those parts of the geometry with negligible contributions [29].
Domain decomposition (DD) [30] approaches offer an additional strategy for the reduction
of the computational burden imposed by large problems that consist of the separation
of different domains and analyze each domain separately, after which it is necessary to
transfer information related to the results computed in an iterative fashion.

This work describes a full-wave analysis technique focused on the analysis of complex
multilayered radomes containing FSS, by means of a dual domain decomposition scheme
where the antenna and radome domains are analyzed using a combination of the CBFM
and the MLFMA. Special considerations are taken into account for fast generation of the
CBFs, including the option of limiting near and far field interactions between CBFs and
neighboring blocks, as well as introducing a sparse approximate inverse (SPAI) precon-
ditioner specifically tailored to the CBFM [31]. The authors in [32] described a numerical
technique focused on the analysis of radomes considering the MoM for the analysis of
the antenna, and introducing macro-basis functions to describe the current distribution
on the radome. In the present work, we generalize this technique including domain de-
composition with two non-overlapping domains, one defined by the antenna analyzed
using MLFMM with subdomains and the other the radome (including FSS) analyzed using
MLFMM with CBFs. In addition, in the present work, we introduce a preconditioner for
each domain problem. In the example included, we analyze the effect of the coupling
between all the CBFs of the radome domain and considering only the coupling between
neighboring CBFs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the fundamentals of the
developed approach. A test case including a complex radome is described and simulated
in Section 3. Some conclusions and thoughts derived from the work presented in this
document are finally presented in Section 4.

2. Description of the Numerical Technique
2.1. Separation of Antenna and Radome Domains

This section describes the electromagnetic and numerical treatment of the problem,
considering a combination of MoM, MLFMA, and CBFM. In this paper, the low-level basis
and testing functions considered are modified rooftops and razor blades defined on the
parametric space of curved quadrilateral elements over NURBS (non-uniform rational
B-spline) patches. The use of curved basis functions favors a better fit to the original surface,
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avoiding facetization errors. Figure 1 shows a scheme containing the described basis and
testing functions. However, the approach described here can be applied to any other kind
of basis and testing functions.
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Figure 1. Basis and testing functions defined as curved rooftops and razor blades on a NURBS
(non-uniform rational B-spline) patch.

As a first step, consider a separation of the scenario into two different domains:
Dr refers to the radome domain and Da indicates the antenna domain. Owing to the nature
of radome structures, we will consider them non-overlapping in the present work. Figure 2
presents a generic 2D scheme of this decomposition.
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The method of moments produces a linear system of equations that result from
the transformation of a set of integro-differential equations defining the physics of the
full problem:

[Z][J] = [V] (1)

where [Z] is the impedance matrix, [J] is the current vector, and [V] contains the excita-
tion. Introducing the separation into both domains at this point, it is possible to expand
Equation (1) as follows:

[Z] =
[

[ZDa ,Da ] [ZDa ,Dr ]
[ZDr ,Da ] [ZDr ,Dr ]

]
(2)

[J] =
[

[Ja]
[Jr]

]
(3)

[V] =

[
[Va]
[Vr]

]
(4)

where [ZD1,D2 ] refers to the impedance sub-matrix where the active basis functions are
contained in domain D2 and the testing functions in D1, with D1 and D2 being either Da
or Dr. Note that Equations (2)–(4) are derived from Equation (1) and a subdivision of the
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matrix coefficients into different sub-matrices corresponding to both domains. The current
and excitation vectors [J] and [V] are also expressed as the combination of two column
vectors to the antenna and radome domains, as expressed by Equations (3) and (4).

2.2. Application of MLFMA and CBFM

For the sake of simplicity in this work, we will make use of the notation described
above, although it is worthwhile to mention that, in turn, each impedance sub-matrix can
be decomposed as a sum of its near-field and far-field terms:

[ZD1,D2 ] = [Z(NF)
D1,D2

] + [Z(FF)
D1,D2

] (5)

where, as previously indicated, D1 and D2 may refer to either domain. Equation (5)
highlights the fact that, when applying the MLFMA, only the near field matrix is actually
computed and stored, while the far field term is introduced into the iterative solution
process by means of the aggregation, translation, and disaggregation of the multipole
expansions [26]. In the rest of this paper, the implicit matrix-vector products will be
understood as the separation of these two terms and application of the MLFMA.

The matrices involved in the previous expressions can be transformed owing to the
use of the CBFM, which brings a new set of macro-basis functions that allows the reduction
of the number of unknowns. First, an automatic division of the computational space in
terms of cubic (or parallelepiped) volumes is performed. The typical size of a block spans
one or a few wavelengths. The CBFs inside a block can be expressed as aggregations of the
low-level basis functions contained in that block:

M(b)
i,k =

Nk

∑
j=1

α
(k)
i,j T(k)

i (6)

M(t)
i,k =

Nk

∑
j=1

α
(k)
i,j R(k)

i (7)

where M(b)
i,k and M(t)

i,k are the i-th basis and testing CBFs, respectively, defined on block k.

The term α
(k)
i,j is the weight of the j-th low-level basis/testing function for that CBF. Finally,

T(k)
i and R(k)

i are the i-th low-level basis and testing functions, respectively, on block k.
It can be mentioned at this point that, as seen in Equations (6) and (7), each CBF

can be seen as a vector of weights, with each one applied to a specific low-level basis
or testing function inside the block. The α weights in Equations (6) and (7) that define
the CBFs need to be computed in a pre-processing stage. This is carried out by isolating
each block, obtaining the currents induced from a set of plane waves surrounding it,
and performing singular value decomposition (SVD) to extract a new base from all those
induced currents. A threshold is imposed in order to truncate the number of CBFs retaining
the singular vectors that correspond to the largest singular values. Figure 3 illustrates
the CBF generation process as described above. From this point, we will make use of the
matrices described by Equations (1)–(5) annotated with the prime operator to indicate that
they refer to CBFs instead of low-level functions.
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2.3. Iterative Domain Decomposition Analysis

With the aforementioned considerations regarding domain separation as well as the
application of MLFMA and CBFM, the iterative approach for the electromagnetic analysis

can be described by the following steps, where n indicates the iteration number; [V(n)
a ]

′
and

[V(n)
r ]

′
refer to the excitations on antenna and radome at the n-th iteration, respectively; and,

analogously, [J(n)a ]
′

and [J(n)r ]
′

denote the currents on both domains for such an iteration:

1. Obtain the excitation over the antenna domain:

[V(1)
a ]
′
= [Va]

′ (8)

[V(n)
a ]

′
= [Va]

′ − [ZDa ,Dr ]
′[J(n−1)

r ], if n > 1 (9)

2. Obtain the current
[

J(n)a

]′
on the antenna domain by solving iteratively (applying MLFMA):

[ZDa ,Da ]
′[J(n)a ]

′
= [V(n)

a ]
′

(10)

3. Obtain the field impressed on the radome domain [V(n)
r ]

′
due to [J(n)a ]

′
as follows:

[ZDr ,Da ]
′[J(n)a ]

′
= [V(n)

r ]
′

(11)

4. Retrieve the current on the radome domain [J(n)r ]
′

by solving the following:

[ZDr ,Dr ]
′[J(n)r ]

′
= [Vr]

′ − [V(n)
r ]

′
(12)
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5. The total current distribution for the n-th iteration, as indicated by Equation (3) and
expressed in terms of CBFs, is thus the following:

[J(n)]
′
=

[
[J(n)a ]

′

[J(n)r ]

]
(13)

Note that the use of a number of dielectric layers composing the radome, as well as
the embedded FSS elements, can introduce bad convergence properties, which makes it
desirable to consider techniques to counterbalance such a bottleneck. In the results pre-
sented in this work, a SPAI preconditioner specifically tailored to the CBFM [31] is applied.
Equations (10) and (12) require solving iteratively two separate systems of equations, and
the use of two separate SPAI preconditioning matrices previously computed. Additionally,
an approximate variation of the method presented above can be derived by considering
that the CBFs contained within each block only interact with those close to them, either
in the same block (self-coupling approach) or in neighboring blocks in addition to the
same block (neighboring coupling approach). The accuracy of these possible variations
will be studied in the next section, which shows an example of the application of this
technique, including the results for different interactions between both domains. We have
found that three iterations yield very good accuracy for all the test cases carried out in the
development of this work.

3. Numerical Results

This section provides a test case considering a complex scenario in order to validate
the accuracy and computational efficiency of the method described in the previous sections.
The simulations with which the approach presented in this work has been compared
using the conventional MoM-MLFMA and named as such in several plots contained in
this section were carried out using the commercial software Altair newFASANT, which
has been extensively validated in the past. The scenario, shown in Figure 4, contains a
Cassegrain reflector antenna fed by a conical horn, and this radiating system is covered by
a hemispherical dome composed by two radomes: one at the top containing two dielectric
layers with an FSS embedded within the inner interface (closest to the antenna), and a
second radome at the bottom containing a single layer of dielectric. Both radomes are
aligned, creating a perfectly smooth outer surface.
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The diameter of the parabolic reflector is 200 mm and that of the hyperbolic sub-
reflector is 67.2 mm. The working frequency is 14 GHz. The aperture of the conical horn
is centered at the origin of coordinates and lays on the z = 0 plane. The vertex of the
sub-reflector is located at z = 70 mm. There are four strips modeling supporting struts. The
external diameter of the dome structure is 242 mm. The first radome extends from the tip
of the dome at z = 121 mm down to z = 69.18 mm, and is composed of an inner layer of
dielectric with a thickness of 1 mm, εr = 1.12, and tan δ = 0.002, and an outer layer with
a thickness of 0.6 mm and εr= 4.3. The second radome extends from z = 69.18 mm down
to z = 0 and contains a single layer of dielectric material matching the outer layer of the
first radome, which makes the external surface of the dome structure continuous. There
is an FSS on the inner interface of the first radome. This FSS was designed using the unit
cell shown in Figure 5 on a planar layout and then projected onto the curved interface of
the radome. The same figure shows the reflection and transmission coefficients of this FSS
using the infinite periodic Green’s function for a plane wave impinging in the −ẑ direction
and a frequency sweep ranging from 4 GHz to 24 GHz.
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After mapping the FSS elements on a curved surface, the electromagnetic behavior of
the structure can differ from that computed over an infinite planar layout. However, such a
layout is a good starting point, allowing very fast simulations to design the unit cell. After
projecting the FSS onto the curved interface, the resonance frequency may shift, which
could require adjustments on the planar design (like cell scaling and so on). In many cases,
such as that presented in this work, the curved design retains the frequential behavior
originally desired and no further modifications are required.

The aforementioned test case was simulated using the conventional MoM-MLFMA
approach as well as the technique proposed in this document, considering one, two,
and three interactions between the antenna and radome domains following the iterative
approach described in the previous section. The total number of NURBS surfaces used to
model the scenario was 623. The number of low-level basis functions (rooftops) was 883,013.
The number of blocks was 652 and the total number of CBFs was 153,899. The simulations
were performed using a workstation containing two Intel Xeon E5-2690 processors with
128 GB of RAM and considering the electric field integral equation (EFIE) formulation. The
sparse approximate inverse (SPAI) preconditioner [31] was applied in all the simulations
performed, as well as the restarted generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) [33] to
iteratively solve the systems of equations. Figure 6 shows the results for 181 observation
directions along the ϕ = 0◦ angular cut, ranging from θ = 0◦ to θ = 180◦. Some difference
can be appreciated, especially at the lower field levels, as the number of iterations change.
In the same figure, it is possible to see a comparison of the proposed approach with three
iterations between domains and the conventional MoM-MLFMA, showing a very good
agreement in the resulting radiation pattern.
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Figure 6. Radiation pattern results for the ϕ = 0◦ angular cut: (a) comparison of the proposed ap-proach considering one,
two, and three iterations between domains; (b) comparison between the proposed approach with three iterations between
domains and MoM-MLFMA (method of moments with the multilevel fast multipole algorithm).

Figure 7 shows the results considering three iterations between domains, and the
variations given using only the self-coupling blocks (left) and neighboring blocks (right).
It is possible to see that, in this case, the accuracy is not good when only the coupling
terms inside each block are used, while the results improve noticeably when introducing
the coupling between adjacent blocks, although some differences at lower levels can be
seen compared with the base, full-coupled algorithm with three iterations. The coupling
distance has a noticeable effect in these simulations. While only considering the coupling
between CBFs located in the same block presents noticeable disagreements, as seen in
Figure 7a, the inclusion of adjacent blocks improves the accuracy to a degree that can be
considered acceptable in many cases, with disagreements appearing about 30 dB under the
maximum level.
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Some results comparing the analysis of the radome covering the antenna and the
scenario containing only the antenna are provided in Figure 8. The presented radome
introduces small insertion losses and boresight error and mainly affects the secondary
lobes. Figure 8b shows, in turn, a frequency sweep of the gain results close to the resonance
at 14 GHz, where it is possible to see that the FSS introduces the desired effect of serving as
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a passband filter centered at the working frequency. It shall be noted that the differences
shown in Figure 8 are due to the effect of the placement of the radome, which mainly affects
the width of the secondary lobe, introducing small insertion losses and a bandpass filtering
effect as designed with the embedded FSS.
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Figure 8. (a) Radiation pattern results considering the radome with the antenna and compared with the antenna alone;
(b) frequency sweep around the resonant frequency considering the radome with the antenna and the antenna alone,
showing the frequency filtering characteristics of the embedded FSS.

Table 1 contains the CPU-time required to compute the analyses of this test case with
MoM-MLFMA and the proposed approach with one, two, and three iterations between
domains, and considering the workstation described at the beginning of this section. The
times are broken down into the pre-processing stage (which in this case is considered to be
the time required before the iterative solution process), the iteration stage, and the total
simulation time. It can be seen that the extra pre-processing time required to compute the
CBFs is compensated during the solution process when comparing MoM-MLFMM and the
proposed approach. Additionally, the iteration time increases quite linearly as the number
of iterations between both domains increases.

Table 1. Comparison of the CPU-time required by the proposed approach with one, two, and three iterations between
domains, and MoM-MLFMA.

Approach Pre-Processing Time 1 (s) Iteration Time (s) Total CPU-Time (s)

MoM-MLFMA (newFASANT) 13,586 27,964 41,550
Proposed approach, 1 iteration 17,670 4655 22,325
Proposed approach, 2 iterations 17,672 6650 24,320
Proposed approach, 3 iterations 17,672 9392 27,062

1 Defined as the CPU-time elapsed before the iterative solution process.

4. Conclusions

The work presented in this document describes the development of a numerical
analysis technique focused on complex radomes covering arbitrary antennas, by means
of the separation of both domains (antenna and radome) and an iterative approach using
macro-basis functions in order to ease the computational burden imposed by this kind of
problem. We have found that this method performs efficiently compared with conventional
alternatives with as few as three iterations between domains, offering good accuracy and
convergence properties.

The results presented in this work validate the analysis technique proposed for the
simulation of complex radomes using CBFM-MLFMA and a domain decomposition ap-
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proach. The agreement is good compared with the conventional MoM-MLFMA results,
obtaining a noticeable efficiency improvement in the solution process. In this and many
other cases analyzed by the authors, three iterations between domains offer a very good
compromise between accuracy and computational efficiency. Future research may include
the study of techniques that may offer a further efficiency improvement, such as adaptively
limiting the distance within which the CBFs are coupled. In this regard, it seems that
self-coupling CBFs do not provide accurate results and neighboring coupling CBFs offer
better results, although still not comparable to the base algorithm proposed.

An additional result from the work presented in this document was a fully parallelized
computer tool for the analysis of radomes covering arbitrary antennas, which makes use of
both shared and distributed memory paradigms (hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach) and can
be executed on conventional computers, workstations, or large computing clusters.
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